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Abstract: How music and speech evolved is a mystery. Several hypotheses on their
origins, including one on their joint origins, have been put forward but rarely
tested. Here we report and comment on the first experiment testing the hypothesis
that speech and music bifurcated from a common system. We highlight strengths
of the reported experiment, point out its relatedness to animal work, and suggest
three alternative interpretations of its results. We conclude by sketching a future
empirical programme extending this work.
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Why do humans have language, speech, and music? These traits are extremely
common in our species, though their ultimate evolutionary functions are still hotly
debated (Christiansen and Kirby 2003; Honing 2018). If they had a strong adaptive
function, one would expect to ﬁnd them in several other species (e.g., birds, bats,
and insects all independently evolved wings to ﬂy). However, speech-related and
music-related abilities are rare in non-human animals and scattered across taxonomic groups. Biological outliers are interesting per se, especially in evolutionary
terms, and even more so if humans are one of the few species to qualify as outliers.
Human language, speech, and music are particularly difficult to study via
paleo-anthropology. For instance, speech and song rely on vocal folds and brain
circuits that do not fossilize well. Overcoming these methodological issues, recent
work in paleo-anthropology has nonetheless provided solid inference on human
cognitive evolution (e.g., Blasi et al. 2019; Gunz et al. 2019). However, in many
cases, the best available data for inference on human cognitive evolution comes
from modern humans. This scientiﬁc methodology, however, assumes that
cognitive processes have remained unchanged re from the time in the past one is
interested in, until today’s humans.
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A recent experiment made use of this idea to trigger a referential-emotional
communicative distinction in human participants (Ma et al. 2019). The basic idea of
the experiment was to test the musical protolanguage hypothesis (indirectly
originated from Darwin’s ideas; Darwin 1871): Speech and music should be sister
systems, both resulting from a bifurcation of a “proto-musilanguage” (Brown 2017;
Fitch 2005, 2013; Kirby 2011; Mithen 2005). Although Darwin (1871) did not
formulate it exactly in these terms, this hypothesis has come to be called the
“Darwin’s musical protolanguage hypothesis” (Fitch 2013; Kirby 2011), and we will
stick to this term for the rest of this paper. In the experiment by Ma and colleagues
(2019), participants had to imitate vocalizations they heard, namely, nonsense
syllable strings, associated with pictures showing either object-like referents or
emotional states. To constrain the space of vocalizations produced and simulate
the effect of cultural transmission, participants did not create their vocalizations
from scratch. Instead, as in the game of telephone, each participant heard
nonsense syllable streams recorded from previous participants, who were themselves recorded while imitating previous participants, etc. Over these experimental
“generations,” Ma and colleagues (2019) measured prosodic cues in the syllable
streams. Additional participants also rated how music-like or speech-like the
resulting systems were. In both cases, the main prediction was that the pictures
with referential meaning would trigger more speech-like acoustic features and
ratings, while those with emotional meaning would trigger more music-like
acoustic features and ratings. This was indeed the case: both methods showed that
emotional meaning triggers more music qualities than referential meaning. For
instance, Ma and colleagues’ (2019) emotional vocalizations have a larger pitch
variation and broader sound intensity range than referential vocalizations. In
brief, emotional vocalizations appear to trigger enhanced prosodic modulation,
which dovetails with recent frameworks linking prosody and protolanguage (Filippi 2016; Filippi et al. 2017; Ma et al. 2019). In addition, the results on perceptual
rating in English speakers replicate in Mandarin speakers (Ma et al. 2019).
The authors justly interpret their results as the first empirical test of the notion
that a single system, a musical protolanguage, can bifurcate into two sub-systems,
music and language (Ma et al. 2019). This is a more speciﬁc version of the general
Darwin’s musical protolanguage hypothesis, which has been discussed or tested
before (either directly or indirectly, e.g., Brown 2017; Fenk-Oczlon and Fenk 2009;
Fitch 2005, 2013; Kirby 2011; Lumaca and Baggio 2017; Mithen 2005; Nordström
and Laukka 2019; Rauschecker 2018; Reybrouck and Podlipniak 2019; Thompson
et al. 2012). Indeed, these results are a ﬁrst step towards probing the validity of
the bifurcation hypothesis. In particular, the authors aptly summarize their
results as showing “that when a single system is used for both emotional and
referential communication, it will tend to bifurcate into two systems with distinct
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characteristics” (Ma et al. 2019: 21). The experiment is a proof of concept that this
bifurcation may have happened during human evolution. It is a proof of concept
because, like many other studies on modern humans, it cannot rule out alternative
explanations of three kinds.
First, Ma and colleagues’ (2019) proof of concept tests one possible logical
antecedent to the music-speech segregation in modern humans, our status quo.
They show that if a particular condition occurred in our past, then the status quo in
modern humans could follow. As we cannot be sure that the particular condition
actually occurred, the human status quo may have originated via alternative paths.
This is a common issue in language evolution research (Martins et al. 2014). A
practical example of this reasoning involves gestural hypotheses for the origins of
language. If human language originated in the gestural modality whereas music in
the auditory modality, to then both converge to the same modality (Christiansen
and Kirby 2003; Wallin et al. 2001), modern humans would still show the cognitive
mapping seen in the current experiment (Ma et al. 2019). If this scenario were true,
the current experiment would not be proof of Darwin’s musical protolanguage
hypothesis. It would provide an equally interesting insight, however: there is a (still
unspeciﬁed) cognitive mechanism segregating music-like from speech-like signalmeaning mappings. In other words, even if speech and music had two distinct
evolutionary paths, Ma and colleagues (2019) show that some cognitive mechanism must have kept them apart.
Second, participants are modern humans, for whom speech and music are
already two distinct, cognitively-segregated systems. Hence, this experiment (like
many similar ones, e.g., Kirby et al. 2008; Lumaca and Baggio 2017; Ravignani et al.
2016; Verhoef et al. 2014) may trigger biases already present in humans for other
reasons. In other words, iterated learning experiments rely on the assumption that
changes occurring to a cultural artifact in the minute-to-hours timescale mimic those
that happened at much longer timescales in human evolution. While the latter cultural changes were mutually reinforced by cognitive adaptations, the former cultural
changes developed on a ﬁxed cognitive substrate, that of modern humans.
Third, both music and language include a strongly learned component. If
participants were primed by their cultural medium to preferentially associate
speech with referentiality, and music with emotion, this experiment would mainly
generalize to Australian English speakers, rather than humans. It is unclear
whether this mapping is universal across humans (Filippi 2016; Filippi et al. 2017;
Savage et al. 2015), but detection of vocal (Juslin and Laukka 2003) and musical
expression of emotions seems equally accurate across cultures. In addition, Ma
and colleagues (2019) aptly test participants from two linguistic (and cultural)
groups, ﬁnding no perceptual differences between groups. Finding no differences
between linguistic groups alleviates concerns about cultural priming, and
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strengthens the link suggested by the authors. The logical next step would entail
testing for potential production differences across cultures (not tested here), as
these differences have been detected in other iterated learning experiments (e.g.,
Jacoby and McDermott 2017).
Ma and colleagues’ (2019) experiment is sound, intriguing, and thoughtprovoking. However, it is only a ﬁrst step towards testing joint evolutionary
hypotheses of speech and music. This experiment focused on general spectrotemporal properties of imitated vocal signals. Obvious follow-up experiments
should tackle the temporal and rhythmic dimensions of the transmitted signals.
The authors’ analyses focused on syllables’ pitch, intensity, and rate. In particular,
different communicative conditions signiﬁcantly affected the syllable rate. In turn,
syllable rate is a proxy for rhythmic structures potentially present in the signals,
but it is not ﬁne-grained enough to be a direct measure of these structures.
Additional analyses of the available data could test whether the emotional condition triggers more isochronous vocalizations: isochrony is, in fact, a characteristic of several musical cultures, but is not typical of speech (Brown and Weishaar
2010; Jadoul et al. 2016; Savage et al. 2015). Collection of a new dataset would make
it possible to test for the emergence of rhythmic structures in the music-like versus
speech-like signals. In particular, new data should be collected, trying to obtain
longer sequences of nonsense syllables (de Castro-Arrazola and Kirby 2019). In this
case, one would expect the emergence of (1) a regular beat, (2) interonset intervals
related by small integer ratios, and (3) metrical structures, like 2/4 (March) and 3/4
(Waltz) in the music/emotional condition but not in the speech/referential condition (Savage et al. 2015). The presence of a regular beat could be tested indirectly
via data analysis (Norton and Scharff 2016; Ravignani et al. 2016) or directly by
asking other participants to tap to the vocalizations (Van Dantzig 1940). Whether
interonset intervals are related by small integer ratios could be tested analytically
on the timing data between one syllable onset and the next (Jacoby and McDermott
2017; Ravignani et al. 2016). The presence of metrical structures could be inferred
by combining durational data and intensity data, testing whether high-intensity
peaks occur every two or three syllables (Ravignani et al. 2016).
A possible alternative experiment would be to test this hypothesis in a modality different from audition. Sign languages have many features analogous to
classical phonetics and phonology (e.g., Nespor and Sandler 1999). In addition,
choirs of signers exist, where members silently sing by signing. So, here we have a
parallel test bench of the musical protolanguage hypothesis for visuo-motor
speech and visuo-motor song. Repeating a similar experiment in signers deaf from
birth would provide an even stronger test of Darwin’s musical protolanguage
hypothesis, pushing the burden of proof to the domain of cognitive neuroscience
(e.g., Thompson et al. 2012). In fact, if signers showed a similar branching pattern
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to the speakers of the current experiment, Darwin’s musical protolanguage hypothesis would be supported at a more domain-general, modular level. Functional
neuroimaging data on overlapping networks would be needed (e.g., Belyk et al.
2018), ideally in a 2 × 2 design: speech versus song, and voice versus sign. The
caveats on interpretability discussed above would still apply though. If deaf
signers did not show a similar branching pattern to the speakers of the current
experiment, we would not need to throw away Darwin’s musical protolanguage
hypothesis, but we would obtain evidence of its domain-speciﬁcity.
Zooming out from individual to group vocalizations, the acoustic features
measured in this experiment could have either been themselves targets of bio-cultural
evolution, or byproducts of bio-cultural evolutionary processes targeting other
behavioral features. For instance, interactive turn-taking has been hypothesized as a
key process in the evolution of human speech and language (Pika et al. 2018). It may
be that syllables’ pitch, intensity, and rate, which differ here between experimental
conditions, are only proxies for interactive communication schemas differing between
speech and music. Future experiments testing communicative exchanges on a short
time scale (e.g., dialogue-like vs. jazz-improv duet) will enlighten this causality relationship. Quantitative measures to assess these similarities in solo displays versus
interactive communication are readily available (Kello et al. 2017).
Apart from human experiments, the comparative cross-species approach is a
powerful tool to answer questions about human traits that do not fossilize. How do
Ma and colleagues’ (2019) results connect to the comparative study of the evolution
of animal communication? In other words, can one interpret Ma and colleagues’
(2019) experiment in a comparative perspective? In a comparative framework,
animal communication can highlight similarities across species, including our
own (e.g., Stansbury and Janik 2019). Within animal acoustic communication, a
classic distinction exists among alarm calls, contact calls and songs. Calls often
convey referential meaning. Alarm calls are often employed to signal danger to
other conspeciﬁcs (Manser et al. 2002), while contact calls are often used to signal
one’s presence and location (Snowdon and Hodun 1981). Songs are vocal displays
often used to compete, entice a potential mate or defend a territory (Okobi et al.
2019). It would be tempting to establish a parallel between Ma and colleagues’
(2019) vocalization types and types of animal signals: contact calls may map to
human (speech-like) referential vocalizations and songs to human (music-like)
emotional vocalizations. However, the mapping is not straightforward. In fact, the
acoustic combinatorial structure of calls is usually quite simple, often entailing
emission of one call or of a combination of two calls. Songs are more combinatorially complex, like both human music and speech. The complex “syntax” of
songs, however, is not used to convey complex referential meanings as in human
language; instead, songs are complex for the sake of “advertising complexity,” a
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strategy often used to attract mates. In brief, it is far from clear how experiments
like those from Ma and colleagues’ (2019) will be situated within the broader
comparative communication literature, but we suggest they should be.
To conclude, the study of the origins and evolution of music and speech is
rapidly progressing. The last two decades have seen an empirical turn, going from
armchair speculation to theoretically-driven hypothesis testing (Fisher 2017; Fitch
2017; Fröhlich et al. 2019; Honing 2018; Kirby et al. 2008; Ravignani et al. 2018). The
intriguing work by Ma and colleagues (2019) should be source of much follow-up
work and inspiration for design of experiments.
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